TRISHA GOW Tapestry Weaver & Fungi Dye Artist www.dyeingtoweave.co.uk
Getting started ?

I can provide looms, bobbins, warp and weft

Continuing to weave?

You can join the once a month Monday follow up sessions

Tapestry Taster Session- a 2 hour trial session on Tapestry Weaving on a loom ready warped - this is a good
way of finding out if you want to do a beginner course ….....
Individual Sessions learn to Tapestry Weave/ Trishary Loom Weave
Small Group (2-5 ) learn to weave either 1 or two day sessions for beginners or refreshers
One Day Tapestry Weaving Workshop for >8 beginners /refresher weavers
Students will learn how to warp up and weave basic shapes and weave a small sampler. Examples of weaving will
also be shown. Students should bring a Tapestry loom, 3 bobbins ,notebook & pen; tape measure; scissors plus
cotton tapestry warp and weft weaving wools in 3 colours.
Two Day Tapestry Weaving Workshop for > 8 beginners, refresher weavers
Students will learn how to warp up, weave basic shapes. During the 2 days they will explore a range of
techniques.Students should bring a Tapestry loom, 3 bobbins ,notebook & pen; tape measure; scissors plus cotton
tapestry warp and weft weaving wools in 3 colours materials.
Workshops for > 12 Intermediate Tapestry Weavers wanting to progress their skills
2 days are desirable! “Intermediate”= weavers who are able to warp up and have done some weaving on their
own and do not need to learn the basics!
1) Interpreting a design either provided by Trisha /the students
or
2) Exploring and creating texture/ supplementary warps( each weaver to do some preparation work) etc.
Students should supply their own warp and weft materials,Tapestry loom, bobbins ,notebook & pen; tape
measure; scissors.
Trishary Travel Loom Workshop (2.5 hours) for >10 students
Students will learn some basic weave techniques and create a small weaving/ stitching techniques can also be
used. Bring notebook & pen; tape measure;scissors; threads and large blunt tapestry needles.Trishary looms are
supplied and can be purchased for £26 at the end of the workshop.
Fungi Dye Talk and Dye Pots Demo
An introduction to dyeing with fungi using 3 different kinds of dye mushroom(subject to supplies). After the
sample dyeing the remaining dye will be available for pot luck dyeing. This workshop requires specific equipment
e.g. electric /gas rings;pots;stirrers;chemicals, water/washing facilities etc
My Weaving JourneyAn interactive talk showing my weavings and images
This talk can be provided as part of the Two Day Weaving Workshop or added to the Trishary half day session
Speaker/Workshops additional requirements to be agreed
Practicalities include:- accomodation, access to laptop /digital projector;warp&weft materials/ dye
equipment/tables; materials; fungi etc
Plus Travel costs
Please contact me for more information & costs of any of the above
Trisha Gow
trisha@dyeingtoweave.co.uk

